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Minutes 

Boundary Review Committee (BRC) Meeting #3   
 
 

A meeting of the Boundary Review Committee was held on the 4th day of February, 2016 at 6 p.m. at SJPII 
Elementary School (75 Pebblecreek Drive, Kitchener, ON) 

 

Committee 
Members: 

Members Present: 

Lindsay Ford (Chair), Derek Haime, Shesh Maharaj, Amy Fee, Joyce Anderson, Rod Eckert, 
Gerald Foran, Dawn Shuh, Kristiina Montero, Samantha Ball, Katie Sousa 

Regrets: 

 

Support Staff: Virina Elgawly, Wendy de Gomez (recording secretary) 

Next Meeting: Public Consultation meeting #2: Wednesday, February 17, 2016, 4:00pm 
Location: St. Daniel Elementary School  (39 Midland Drive, Kitchener, ON) 
 

 
1. Welcome and Opening Prayer: 

The meeting was called to order by Lindsay Ford at 6:05 pm. Opening prayer was led by SJPII Principal, Rod 
Eckert. There were approximately 30 people in the audience. 

 
2. Approval of Minutes:  

 Approved without amendments. Lindsay Ford 

3. Additional Public Comments 
 The committee was given time to review the additional public comments. 
 A comment was made about a Planning Department email response to 

send students back to SJPII from Canadian Martyrs, and Lindsay Ford 
explained that there are no immediate plans for this, but this is part of what 
the Board may do in the future if possible.  

Lindsay Ford 

 
4. Follow-up about Public Consultation Session #1 

 A letter was read by a BRC member summarizing in their own words 
the qualitative themes from the public comments. 

 This letter will be included as an appendix with these minutes.  
 The letter asks about a transition plan. 
 ACTION: Board staff explain that a Transition Planning 

Framework has been developed and will be circulated with 
the minutes and will be posted on the SJPII website. 

 The themes that emerged from the open house were discussed 
below: 

 There should be better options provided, and that the process is 
very rushed. 

 People are not feeling their opinions are being heard. 
 People from both communities like the status quo with 

modifications and wait for the public school to be built. 
 Can the process wait another two years to see if there are 

changes at this time. 

Lindsay Ford 
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 Many parents disliked the idea of moving their children because 
of mental health issues. 

 11 families expressed that they would move to the public board if 
their area was to be moved. 

 They did not like the pressure it would add to St. Daniel. 
 Other options suggested from the public comments: 

 Make SJPII a JK to 6 school (this would remove 123-186 of the 
SJPII students). This would remove more than the Idlewood 
area. There would be bussing implications under this option and 
this would affect every area. 

 Move the students on the south side of Fairway Road to St. 
Daniel (not including the Chicopee area). This would mean 210 
students would have to move, which is more than the Idlewood 
area. 

 Move the students anticipated from the 209 undeveloped 
units (approximately 25 students) from SJPII to St. Daniel’s. 
Not many students are anticipated from the 498 multi-residential 
units (potentially 5 students or fewer). Since the yield is 0.119 
students per unit within this boundary, not many students are 
anticipated from the 17 unbuilt units showing in a different area.  

 There was a question about the projections and the 
accuracy. It was explained that the JKs are driving the growth at 
SJPII and St. Daniel. Overall, the number of JK’s has been 
generally increasing in the Region. The accuracy of the 
projections decreases the further out the projection year (e.g. the 
1-year projection would be more accurate than the 5 year 
projection, etc.). For SJPII, an assumption was made that the 
number of JK’s would drop around 2018 after the new public 
school opens.  

5. Mental Health of Students: 
 The letter from the Board’s Mental Health Leader was distributed 

regarding mental health effects on students going through a boundary 
change. There were no questions about this but a comment was made 
about wanting more research to back this letter up. 

 ACTION: Board staff will request additional information related 
to mental health. 

Lindsay Ford 

6. Selecting the Preferred Option: 
 The goal of this meeting is for the committee to come up with a 

preferred option. 
 There were several public comments that the purpose of the review 

was related to the Board’s desire to build an addition at St. Daniel. 
 An addition to St. Daniel was discussed at the first BRC meeting 

after a question from a parent member of the BRC. 
 An addition at St. Daniel has not been previously considered prior to 

this review and is not in the Board’s Capital Plan. 
 There was a question around parameters for capital funding. 

Lindsay Ford explained that the Ministry has an annual process that 
varies from year to year. The board submits a business case that is 
evaluated and the Ministry makes the decision about which projects 
get funding. If funding is approved, it would take 4-6 months for 
design and 6-8 months for construction.  

 After a preferred option is chosen the long term portable situation 
would be assessed and then capital funding could be sought if 
needed. 

 A question was raised about shifting new development in the SJPII 
boundary to Canadian Martyrs.  
 Lindsay Ford explained that Canadian Martyrs already has one 

portable on site and a portion of new development within SJPII’s 

Lindsay Ford 
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boundary was already designated to Canadian Martyrs. It is 
anticipated that Canadian Martyrs will grow.  

 A question was raised about the number of students that would 
experience a second move. 
 Lindsay Ford explained that SJPII has been open since 2010 so any 

child registered prior to that and living in one of the affected areas 
would experience a second move. This would mean students in 
grade 4 and up.  This would equate to 61 students from the Idlewood 
area and 27 students from the Chicopee area.  

 Grandparenting these students from the proposed options would 
reduce the effectiveness of the move by approximately half. 
The Board made no written promise that students would not be 
moved twice, but that typical practice is not to move more than once. 
A question was asked about the possibility of a larger school in 
Breslau. 

 Lindsay Ford explained the Ministry has approved funding for the 
school and the capacity cannot be changed unless the board re-
applies for additional capital funding.  

 Although the Breslau school will no longer be limited by a 
partnership with the Township of Woolwich, there may be other 
constraints with the site.  

 A suggestion was made about having nutrition breaks at SJPII. 
 WCDSB has 2 recesses and 1 lunch period and WRDSB has 2 

nutrition breaks.  
 A move to nutrition breaks would be a first for WCDSB and staff at 

the meeting were not sure whether this would be possible.  
 ACTION: Board staff to look into this possibility and bring it to 

the Public meeting #2 if it was a viable option. The BRC would 
be notified if this was not possible.  
[Staff note: It is not possible to move to nutrition breaks under 
the current teacher collective agreement. Since this is not 
possible it was not shared at the public meeting] 

 A comment was made about the difference in school start times at 
SJPII and St. Daniel  
 Staff indicated that the BRC could recommend a later 

implementation date beyond September 2016 to give parents more 
time. 

 A suggestion was put forth to use a hybrid option of the status quo 
with an 800 student tipping point which could occur 5 years down the 
road. By this time the public school will be built.  

 The number of classrooms is more significant than enrolment in 
terms of site/facility pressures.  

 800 students may be accommodated with 2 additional portables 
but it may not. The number of classes is dependent upon grade 
structure and 1 student could make a difference.  

 A recommendation could be added that those students who have 
moved twice be grandparented into SJPII. 

 What does the trigger mean? The committee discussed whether an 
area would be selected now to move at a later point in time or if the 
enrolment threshold would trigger another boundary review.  

 The committee was reluctant to choose an area now because 
circumstances may change. 

 A question was asked whether the Board could apply for capital 
funding for an addition at St. Daniel in advance of any move so the 
school could be ready. Funding would only be applied for once the 
students are moved and the board knew how many additional 
classrooms would be required. 

 New families moving into the area may chose the public board if 
there was a possibility of another review.  
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 A comment was made that families would not like this trigger 
hanging over their heads and that making that decision at that time 
would be better for families at SJPII. 

 A boundary review would take approximately 6 months to complete 
following a decision to conduct another boundary review. 

 ACTION: Include a question about having a trigger for another 
boundary review on the comment sheet for the next public 
consultation session. 

 ACTION: Programming implications would be detailed at the 
next public meeting. 

 A suggestion was made to move new development to St. Daniel.  
 This would be at a cost to the Board because a different bus would 

have to go into that area. 
 To reduce costs, this area could be sent to Canadian Martyrs. 

However, it is not ideal to add additional students to Canadian 
Martyrs given that the school is expected to grow. 

 DECISION: The BRC preferred option:  
 Status quo based on a balanced day (nutrition breaks) if 

possible 
 Move all new development in the 209 low density and 498 

multi units to St. Daniel.  
 No trigger for another boundary review.  
 ACTION: Staff will provide costs related to transportation and 

split lunch at the public consultation session.  
 A question was asked if there is a specific time frame within which 

another boundary review can take place and what if the 800 is 
reached before 5 years.  

 Staff indicated that a boundary review can take place at any time 
but the process takes 6 months.  

 A question was raised about how programming and the quality of 
education would be affected. Rod Eckert explained that the JKs 
would likely be the first to have reduced gym time, access to 
extracurricular activities would be reduced, and there may be the 
need to reduce library time.  

 Other discussion items: 
 There could be two separate school assemblies to accommodate 

additional students. However, one assembly is nicer in terms of 
cohesion and community.  

 There are approximately 6 non-Catholic students attending SJPII 
 JK registration will take place as per usual at SJPII. Should a 

boundary change occur then students would be transferred. 

7. Public Meeting Format 
 Open House format with 2 staff presentations same as the first meeting. 
 BRC members would like the comment sheets to have more open space for 

parents to write and to see a draft before they are printed.  
 ACTION: Board to circulate the draft comment sheet to the 

BRC for feedback. 

Lindsay Ford 

8. Next Steps: 
 Lindsay Ford explained that all are expected to attend the next public 

consultation session for a portion of it and to sign in. 
 Public comments and feedback will be summarized and brought to next 

BRC meeting 
 The BRC will finalize their option and recommendations at the next meeting. 

Lindsay Ford 

 
9.  Adjournment: 
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 Rod Eckert read a closing prayer. 
 Lindsay Ford adjourned the meeting at 8:05 PM. 
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Comments for SJPII Boundary Review Committee 
February 4. 2016 
 
Prepared and presented by M. Kristiina Montero 
SJPII Parent and BRC Member 
 
 
The mandate of the BRC is as a consultation body and official conduit for information 
shared between the school board and the school communities. Furthermore, the mandate 
of the BRC is to review and comment on staff’s initial report and other relevant data and 
suggest alternative accommodation scenarios with supporting rationale.  
 
As a parent-member of the BRC, I have participated in all aspects of this review process. I 
have attended all BRC meetings, carefully reviewed the staff’s initial boundary review report 
and all other related data provided to the committee, and have had many interactions with 
families in the SJPII community who are directly impacted by this boundary review, namely 
those in the Idlewood and Chicopee areas, and those who are not, namely those in the 
Grand River South Community.  
 
In our BRC deliberations, I urge us to Consider the Vision of the WCDSB as expressed in 
the 2015-2018 Strategic Plan: “Our Catholic Schools: Heart of the Community—success for 
each, a place for all.”  
 
It is difficult to consider any option that has children uprooted from their school community 
without careful thought and planning. We must consider all of the variables put forth, 
including the voices of parents in the Idlewood and Chicopee communities. I understand the 
need to consider the enrollment pressures currently being experienced at SJPII, but I also 
understand the need to consider the safety and well-being of its students and families. 
Furthermore, we must consider the impact of this boundary review on the students and 
families of the proposed receiving school community: St. Daniel’s.  
 
I will next present the most serious concerns about moving SJPII children from either the 
Idlewood or Chicopee communities to St. Daniel’s as communicated in the BRC review 
process publically recorded comments.  
 

• St. Daniel’s would be faced with a significant enrollment pressure under either 
scenario, with the greatest pressure being felt if the Idlewood community were to be 
moved. St. Daniel’s at the height of enrollment pressures the school would 
experience 48.6% over capacity without the provision of additional resources. 

• While this option would create a favourable scenario to apply for Capital Funding 
from the Ontario Ministry of Education to expand and improve physical spaces at St. 
Daniel’s there is no guarantee that funds would be funneled to the school to alleviate 
these significant enrollment pressures. Furthermore, the optics of moving students 
from SJPII to St. Daniel’s in order to oversubscribe St. Daniel’s to a point where 
enrollment numbers would support the need for Capital Funding would be poorly 
viewed, to say the least, by the SJPII community and the public in general.  

• How would the children who are selected to be moved to St. Daniel’s benefit from 
such a move? At this time, benefits have been expressed in terms of the school 
space itself, namely staff parking concerns and amount of playground space for 
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children’s use. I have not heard of any benefits directly involving the students. In 
fact, I have heard quite the opposite: Children who would be moved may experience 
ill effects to mental health. This concern is corroborated by research. For example, 
researchers from the Warwick Medical School specifically noted that changing 
schools can be a wrenching social and emotional experience for students. 
Furthermore, these researchers have shown that frequently moving schools during 
childhood can increase the risk of psychotic symptoms in later years, which is 
strongly associated with mental health problems in adulthood, including psychotic 
disorders and suicide. McMaster University researchers noted that children who 
switch schools somewhere between kindergarten and Grade 3 don’t do as well on 
Ontario’s standardized tests. The researchers reported that there is an “elevated 
risk” when kids change schools at such a young age, a fact to which educators need 
to pay attention.  

• In addition, I was surprised to see comments from the Planning Committee to the 
most recent public comments posted online that children who are currently bussed to 
Canadian Martyrs would be relocated to SJPII once space becomes available. This 
type of decision might make sense on paper, but it doesn’t make sense when the 
impact on moving children away from their home school community—bussed or not 
bussed—is considered. The Board is asking for children to be moved schools two or 
more times, which as illustrated earlier, has potential negative effects of students’ 
well-being. 

• It is imperative to consider issues of students’ safety and well-being. Should the 
Idlewood community, for example, be selected to move, there will be considerable 
safety concerns for those in the St. Daniel’s walking web. There are two major 
intersections that children would need to crosse (Ottawa Street and Midland) and if 
children decide to walk behind Stanley Park Mall other serious safety concerns are 
presented, such as lack of adult supervision in area with many dark corners. 
 

 
The Status Quo option does not come without its own concerns or issues. The following 
concerns need to be worked through carefully:  
 

• Split recess/lunch hours was a creative solution to help accommodate a larger 
number of students at SJPII; however this might impact other aspects of school 
life such as organization of extra curricular activities. If a common lunch hour is 
removed from scheduling then lunch-hour activities, such as school choir, 
dramatic performances and other multi-age activities might be compromised.  

• The BRC noted that not all students would be able to participate on school sports 
teams and that there might be more opportunities for students to participate in 
sports at St. Daniel’s, however, what I understand is that St. Daniel’s didn’t have 
as many sport teams at St. Daniel’s in the past couple of years due to lack of 
parent drivers, teacher coaches, and lack of student players. Mr. Foran, principal 
at St. Daniel’s could confirm of disconfirm this assertion. 

• There would be a stress on staff parking, however, there could be an easy 
solution to this problem. SJPII or the Board could ask the City of Kitchener to 
issue road parking passes for SJPII staff for use during school hours.  

• There seems to be an issue with playground space. As noted in the BRC 
documents, SJPII has 1.4 acres of playground space, or 5666 square metres. St. 
Daniel’s has 1.93 acres (excluding the hill) of playground space, or 7810 square 
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metres. Taking the maximum projected enrollment for students at each school 
site, this would equate to 6.9 square metres /student assuming 818 students at 
SJPII and; 10.9 square meters/student assuming 713 students at St. Daniel’s. 
These figures do not include access to city park space. Of course, these figures 
do not include the addition of portables to the space; however, proposed 
boundary changes would result in adding up to 6 portables to SJPII and between 
6-8 portables at St. Daniel’s. On several comment sheets parents noted that their 
child’s academic and social development is more important that the size of the 
playground in which they might play.  

• Regarding access to city park space, Ms. Ford’s contact, Mr. Mark Hillebrand, 
noted that the school cannot “rely” on city park space; however neither school 
would solely rely on city park space; it would used as a complement. Kitchener’s 
Neighbourhood Strategy movement communicates that neighbourhoods and 
cities need “a comprehensive approach to planning, building and supporting 
great neighbourhoods that coordinates all the different elements of a 
neighbourhood, including people and groups, places and spaces and the 
physical form.”  Schools are part of the neighbourhood. This strategy fits with the 
City of Kitchener’s approved strategic plan for 2015-2018 that “puts an increased 
focus on planning, building, and supporting Safe and Thriving Neighbourhoods.” 
This initiative includes fostering more “mixed-use development, ensuring new 
development is integrated with the diversity and character of the surrounding 
community” and “provide opportunities and support for citizens to lead the way in 
creating active and vibrant public places that promote people’s health, happiness 
and well-being by capitalizing on local community assets such as community 
centres, pools, arenas, libraries, parks, trails, and other public spaces.  

 
The options presented that have a considerable number of children moving to St. Daniel’s 
School do not fix the enrollment pressures; rather they simply move the enrollment 
pressures from one school to another. It seems to me, that until 2025, the Board must 
prioritize the safety and wellbeing of the students and their families who currently attend 
SJPII and St. Daniel’s and maintain them at the heart of their planning and decisions. 
Neither of the proposed options serve either group of students or school communities. As a 
BRC we need to consider other creative and less disruptive options. For example, students 
who have not yet enrolled at the school, despite the fact that they are in the walking web, 
could be bussed to St. Daniel’s or Canadian Martyrs. Once SJPII has naturally worked 
through its enrollment pressures the boundaries could include the new builds to the SJPII 
community.  
 
To conclude, I would like to recommend that these deliberations be worked through quickly 
because the boundary review process is putting a great amount of stress and pressure on 
the children and families in all neighbourhoods of the SJPII community. Many children, 
including my own child, are reporting sleep disturbances, and other anxiety related 
symptoms such as stomach aches, headaches and nausea. As a committee we must 
prioritize the safety and well-being of children and their families over business model 
preferred options.  
 
Thank you for considering my comments. 
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TRANSITION PLANNING FRAMEWORK FOR SCHOOL COMMUNITIES 

The Board recognizes that the move from one school to another as the result of a boundary review or school closure review can be a stressful time for students, parents, and staff. It can also be a time of joy and celebration as new school 
communities begin to form. Transition planning typically occurs in the 6 months leading up to the move and/or once a principal is assigned to the new school (applicable for new school construction only). Transitions from one school to 
another are most successful when everyone (administrators, parents, staff, students, etc.) has a clear vision (e.g. a smooth transition for students, building a cohesive new school community) and is working together to achieve that desired 
end goal by being open minded and willing to adapt to every aspect of the change. 
 
Purpose of this Framework 

 To provide support to school communities following a decision of an accommodation review (boundary or 
school closure).  

 To provide families with assurance that they will be well supported as they integrate into a new school 
community.  

 To provide a menu of options for administrators and the school community to consider as they transition 
from one school community to another. 

Priorities for the Transition Process 
 Consideration should be given first and foremost to students. Then staff, then parents, then the broader 

community.  
 High level of communication with the parent, student, and staff community is essential. 
 Always remain calm and positive in front of students. 

 
Recognizing that each school community and boundary change is different (number of students affected, school closure, merging of two school communities, etc.), this framework is intentionally not prescriptive but rather meant to facilitate 
discussion and spark ideas. The following table outlines a menu of options that have been successfully implemented in previous reviews or have been suggested by the WCDSB community through various public consultation processes. 
Activities could be organized by the principal, school council, a transition planning committee (members might include principals, superintendent, parents, school staff, students, priest, etc.), or any element could have a separate organizing 
committee (e.g. major events).   
 

  Before the Move  The Move  After the Move  New School 
Community Building – Activities, Events & 
Strategies 

 Ask school communities for suggestions 
to include in transition plans. 

 Develop a theme or catch phrase to bring 
focus to the transition (e.g. We Are One) 

 Introduction letter from new principal 
 New principal writes column in existing 

school newsletter 
 New principal to visit students at existing 

schools (may be helpful to have a small 
assembly of students who will be 
moving). 

 Mass held at each school for all students 
before merging. 

 Junior play day 
 Primary picnic at the park (splash pad) 
 Grade 7 leadership day (first Grade 8 class 

at new school) 
 Establish a committee to oversee the 

transition process & activities.  
 Student ambassadors from receiving 

school to visit departing school to answer 
questions from students 

 Set up pen pals between students who 
are transferring and students in the same 
grade at the school they’ll move to 

 Playdate in August for new JK/SK families 
so everyone has one friend on the first 
day. Students given colour‐coded stickers 
to help identify who will be in their class. 

 T‐shirts made before the merge and 
ready for the 1st day of school 
(purchased/subsidized by school council) 

 T‐shirts given to new students on the first 
day to welcome them to their new school 
(purchased/subsidized by school council) 

 2 JK/SK orientation nights – 1 at previous 
school for parents only, 1 at new school 
with kids to meet the teacher 

 If a school is closing, transfer artefacts, 
pictures, trophies to the new school to 
display 

 

 Opening assembly held in afternoon on 
first day – introduce staff, theme of the 
year, read a story 

 First assembly held 1st or 2nd week of 
school (after kindergarten starts) 

 Welcoming mass at local parish 
 3‐Pitch exhibition game between old & 

new school so friends can see each other. 
 Take a group/aerial picture in new t‐shirts 

– “we are one” or spirit wear 
 Develop new mascot – Principal presents 

options at first assembly. Give each 
student a ballot to vote.  

 School councils merged, co‐chair from 
each 

 Representation on school council from 
each neighbourhood 

 Create a video of the school’s history & 
the joining of the school communities to 
post on the website (e.g. St. John). 

 Spend 1st week of school celebrating 
using play‐based getting‐to‐know 
activities 

 Spirit wear day with treats 

 Monthly school newsletter specific to the 
new school.  

 New principal to attend school council 
meetings. 

 Assembly for new student community 
held off‐site at local parish.  

 June or August open house (timing & 
location depends on construction) 
 All staff attends 
 Displays of new school (if not 

ready) 
 Slideshow of construction progress 

& community building events. 
 Board staff attend to answer 

questions about construction. 
 Welcoming day for kindergartens held at 

the new school or local parish if 
construction does not permit. 

 Opening ceremony/First day 
 invite police, firefighters, mayor, 

MPP, board officials, radio, priest 
 Parade around school 
 New t‐shirts/spirit wear 
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  Before the Move  The Move  After the Move  New School 
 Plan school trips together to get kids 

meeting offsite ‐ neutral zone 
 Involve students by asking them what 

their concerns are work together toward 
solutions. 

 Students march from one school to 
another 

 Review school council budgets to identify 
expenditures to benefit students and 
determine joint/new priorities going 
forward 

 Ability for students to participate in after 
school activities with possible 
transportation 

 Invite students to Drama production in 
the spring 

 Design new logo together 
 Carnival/BBQ 

 Students write down their favourite & 
memorable activities from last year 
regardless of which school they attended 
(done individually or summarizes as a 
class, school council can also complete). 
This is used to bring the best of all worlds 
to the new school community. 

 Celebration at the school welcoming new 
students 

 Plant a tree to signify a new beginning 
 Graffiti wall (on paper) 

 Ribbon cutting at each classroom 
(all done at once when announced 
over the PA) 

 Opening ceremony starts outside. All 
students, staff, & community members 
walk into school together. 

 Plaques gifted from each school council 
where the students came from at the end 
of the first school year. 

 Previous school councils send gifts (e.g. 
Christmas tree) to new school. 

 Creation of a time capsule to be brought 
to new school and opened at a later 
anniversary of the school to reflect the 
joining of communities. 

Staffing & Student Supports   Joint staff meeting with all new staff in 
the spring. 

 Team building activities for staff (prayer, 
reflection, icebreakers) 

 Develop a communication strategy 
 Develop new logo, flag, and mascot as a 

surprise for students. 
 Hire some staff (teachers & EA’s) from 

the same schools that the students are 
coming from. 

 Transition meeting with EA’s and Spec Ed 
teachers at outgoing and incoming 
schools. Support from Spec. Ed. staff at 
board office should be involved. 

 Discussion of student needs with 
incoming & outgoing principals and 
teachers. 

 Teachers from both schools involved in 
putting the classroom lists together ‐ 
determined by friends, academic needs, 
gender, behaviour. 
 Wherever possible try to put 

friends in the same classroom and 
ensure separation of students 
where there have been past 
difficulties. 

 First staff meeting in (June or August) 
with team building activities. Provide a 
tour of the school. 

 Give access to staff earlier in the summer 
so they can unpack their classrooms. 

   Hold June staff meeting at new school 
and include a tour of school. 

 New principal assigned in January to prep 
for opening. 

 VP assigned to existing school if principal 
is still in charge of an existing school (this 
may occur in a merge). 
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  Before the Move  The Move  After the Move  New School 
 All principals involved meet with 

principals who have gone through a 
similar process in the past. 

 Staff from the departing school prepare 
summaries highlighting the particular 
learning styles of each student. 

 Provide school staff with information so 
they can talk to students about the 
change process. 

 Offer support for students having 
difficulty with change. 

 If a walking school, hire buses to do a 
“test run” with students to help them get 
used to being on a bus. 

Getting to know the new school   EA’s & Spec. Ed teachers create DVD’s for 
each student of new classroom, new 
school, washrooms, library, gym so they 
can see the school before they move. 
Give students a hard copy photo book of 
what the new school looks like (inside & 
outside) for the summer to help with 
anxiety. 

 Letters/messages pertaining to 
construction or merge have a separate 
logo or letterhead as a visual cue that it’s 
important.  

 Mark important communication with a 
sticker indicating that it should be 
translated (depends on community 
needs). 

 Communicate any construction changes 
to the community. 

 School tours for students and/or families 

 Mail invitations regarding first day of 
school information if not known at the 
end of June. 

 June or August open house (timing may 
depend on construction) 

 Invite spec. ed. students and families to 
visit the school at their convenience 
during the last 2 weeks of August. 

 August open house 
 Families tour new school.  
 Slideshow showing each teacher in 

front of their new classroom played 
on a loop 

 Give maps out for self‐guided tours 
 Signs on rooms explaining what 

they’ll be used for 
 Greeters at doors 
 School song playing in library 

 Scavenger hunt with teachers stamping 
when students find various items around 
the school. Helps students explore every 
area of their new school. 

 Open house to view construction plans 
(February). 

 Update letters to community, including 
WRDSB school, neighbourhood 
association, and posted on website. 

 Display boards of new school in schools 
that students currently attend. 

 Photos of construction progress. 
 If school is being rebuilt, create a 

wall of photos of the progress 
(could use the photos to build a 
bridge from the old building to the 
new building) 

 

 


